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 This tutorial is meant to be a step-by-step guide on how to use and implement LAMMPS 
code in order to conduct nano-indentation simulations on copper bicrystals. Various other 
software packages are also included. (Note: this tutorial assumes the windows operating system 
is being used) 
 

List of Necessary Software: 
 
The following programs are necessary in order to conduct these simulations: 
 

  PuTTY – a free and open source terminal emulator, serial console and network file 
transfer application. Download at: http://www.putty.org/ 
 

  FileZilla – file transfer protocol software. 
        Download at: https://filezilla-project.org/ (download client version) 
 

 OVITO – a scientific visualization and analysis software for atomistic simulation. 
        Download at: https://ovito.org/ 
 

  Microsoft word 
 

  Microsoft Excel 
 

  Notepad 
 
You have probably noticed that LAMMPS software is missing from this list. This is because the 
simulations will be run on NIU’s Gaea computing cluster, which already has the LAMMPS 
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software installed and ready for use. You can run the LAMMPS simulations on your own PC 
(which can be found at http://lammps.sandia.gov/), but this will not be covered in this tutorial. 
 
 
 
Files needed for Nano Indentation: 
 
The following files will also be needed (these will be found in the nano-indentation folder): 
 

 
 
 Indentation Code: 
 
We will start with the first file Cu_GB_indent.in. This is the LAMMPS code that defines the 
parameters of the indentation simulation that we want to run. (Note: this code is easiest to edit in 
notepad) The entire code looks like this: 
 
# SGB under nanoindentation 
# Iman Salehinia, Washington State University, Dec. 2014 
#special thanks to Mark Tschopp for providing the GB structures 
  
# ---------- Setup Variables ---------------------  
 
variable etol equal 1.0e-25  
variable ftol equal 1.0e-25  
variable maxiter equal 5000  
variable maxeval equal 10000  
variable latparam equal 3.615  
 
# ---------- Initialize Simulation ---------------------  
 
clear  
units metal  
dimension 3  
boundary p p s  
atom_style atomic  
 
# ---------- Create Atomistic Structure ---------------------  
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lattice fcc ${latparam}  
read_data lammps15May15.Cu.stgb001_2.dat # Garrett 
replicate 2 1 29   
 
#creating top and bottom partitions in order to trim the fat from the grains 
region  3 block INF INF INF INF 102  INF units box 
region  2 block INF INF INF INF INF  1.0 units box 
region  7 block INF INF INF INF INF  2.0 units box 
 
group  top    region 3 
group  bottom region 2 
group  base   region 7  
group  inner subtract all bottom top 
 
 
#creating the step in the material 
#region          stepatoms block INF INF 0.01 INF 106 INF units box 
#group           step region stepatoms 
 
#delete_atoms group step 
delete_atoms group top 
delete_atoms group bottom 
 
# ---------- Define Interatomic Potential ---------------------  
 
pair_style eam/alloy  
pair_coeff * * Cu01.eam.alloy Cu 
neighbor 2.0 bin  
neigh_modify delay 10 check yes  
   
# ---------- Define Settings --------------------------------  
 
compute csym all centro/atom fcc 
compute eng all pe/atom  
 
#this exports the data into the csp.all file 
dump  101 all custom 1000 csp.all id type x y z c_csym c_eng 
 
# ---------- Run Minimization ----------------------------  
 
reset_timestep 0  
thermo 10  
#thermo_style custom step pe lx ly lz press pxx pyy pzz 
min_style cg  
minimize ${etol} ${ftol} ${maxiter} ${maxeval}  
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# ---------- totally fix all boundaries ---------------------  
  
fix  7 base setforce 0.0 0.0 0.0 
 
# ---------- initial velocities ---------------------------  
 
compute new inner temp 
velocity inner create 10.00 4882748 temp new 
#fix 10 all nve 
fix 4 all nvt temp 10.0 10.0 0.01 drag 1.0 
#fix 4 all temp/rescale 5 0.01 0.01 0.005 0.05 
 
# ---------- relaxation -------------------------------- 
 
timestep        0.001 
thermo  100 
thermo_modify temp new 
thermo_style custom step temp 
 
run 5000 
 
# ---------- indentation ------------------------------------------- 
 
variable z equal "162.5-0.1*step*dt" 
fix  5 all indent 100.0 sphere 50.7 40.0 v_z 60 units box 
 
# ---------- Run with indenter ------------------------------------------ 
 
timestep        0.001 
thermo  10 
thermo_modify temp new 
thermo_style custom step temp f_5[3] 
 
run 300000 
 
This large amount of code may seem a bit overwhelming, but when it is broken down into its 
components it is rather simple. The main components or flow for nano indentation are as 
follows: 
 

• Defining or Building the Model 
• Performing Energy minimization of the system 
• Relaxation of the system 
• Running the simulation (in this case indentation) 

So with these main components in mind, we will go through the code section by section. 
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Defining/Building the Model: 

 
This section is just the header and merely provides information on what the code if for and who 
wrote it initially. 
 
Note: ‘#’ instructs LAMMPS to ignore what comes after it on that line; much like ‘//’ in C++ 
 
 

 
This section sets up the stopping parameters for energy minimization and the crystal lattice 
parameters. 

• etol = stopping tolerance for energy (unitless) 
• ftol = stopping tolerance for force (force units) 
• maxiter = max iterations of minimizer 
• maxeval = max number of force/energy evaluations 
• latparam = length of lattice between atoms (this varies from material to materials so you 

will need to search for separate lattice parameters when switching from copper). 

The first four variables terminate the system energy minimization when one of them is satisfied. 
More information on this can be found here: http://lammps.sandia.gov/doc/minimize.html 
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This section preps the simulation space for the simulation that is to be run. 
 
Clear deletes all of the atoms in the simulation space and resets all settings to their defaults. 
http://lammps.sandia.gov/doc/clear.html 
 
 
units metal defines the units for the input and output values of the simulation for metals it is: 

• mass = grams/mole 
• distance = Angstroms 
• time = picoseconds 
• energy = eV 
• velocity = Angstroms/picosecond 
• force = eV/Angstrom 
• torque = eV 
• temperature = Kelvin 
• pressure = bars 
• dynamic viscosity = Poise 
• charge = multiple of electron charge (1.0 is a proton) 
• dipole = charge*Angstroms 
• electric field = volts/Angstrom 
• density = gram/cm^dim 

The different type of LAMMPS units can be found here:  
http://lammps.sandia.gov/doc/units.html 
 
dimension 3 tells LAMMPS that the simulation is going to be a 3D simulation 
http://lammps.sandia.gov/doc/dimension.html 
 
atom_style atomic defines the style of atoms that are to be used in the simulation 
http://lammps.sandia.gov/doc/atom_style.html 
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In this section the copper bi-crystal system is created. 
 
Lattice fcc ${latparam} – this tells LAMMPS that the system is using face center cubic lattice 
with a lattice spacing of 3.615 (which we defined in the Setup Variables Section). 
http://lammps.sandia.gov/doc/lattice.html 
 
Read_data lammps15May15.Cu.stgb001_2.dat– this imports the basic grain model into 
LAMMPS. If you look at the files needed to run a LAMMPS simulation you will notice that data 
lammps15May15.Cu.stgb001_2.dat is one of the files. This file contains the data for building the 
basic bi-crystal. If you want to change the type of grain boundary or the angle of the grain 
boundary simply change the file name to the corresponding file name. (specifics about this file 
will be discussed in a later section. # Garrett is a comment that denotes the creator of the 
boundary. 
http://lammps.sandia.gov/doc/read_data.html 
 
Note: check the corresponding info files for specifics on the grain boundary properties. 
 
Replicate 2 1 29 – multiplies the base model that was imported in by the previous line in order to 
scale up the size of the bicrystal. The general form of replicate is: 
Replicate x y z 
Where the values of x, y, and z duplicate/scale up the crystal by those multipliers; so in our case 
the gets 2 times longer in the x direction, 1 times longer in the y direction, and 29 times longer in 
the z direction. 
http://lammps.sandia.gov/doc/replicate.html 
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#creating top and bottom partitions in order to trim the fat from the grains 
region  3 block INF INF INF INF 102  INF units box 
region  2 block INF INF INF INF INF  1.0 units box 
region  7 block INF INF INF INF INF  2.0 units box 
 
This section creates the regions for our bicrystal that will then be gathered into specific groups. 
 

 
 
The general form for block regions is: 
Region ID block xlo xhi ylo yhi zlo zhi units box 
ID - user-assigned name for the region 
xlo,xhi,ylo,yhi,zlo,zhi = bounds of block in all dimensions (distance units) 
box = the geometry is defined in simulation box units 
http://lammps.sandia.gov/doc/region.html 
 
 
 
group  top    region 3 
group  bottom region 2 
group  base   region 7  
group  inner subtract all bottom top 
 
Our regions are then placed into specific groups that will then be manipulated or deleted. 
The general form for group by region is: 
Group ID region args 
ID - user-assigned name for the region 
region args = region-ID 
http://lammps.sandia.gov/doc/group.html 
 
#creating the step in the material 
#region          stepatoms block INF INF 0.01 INF 106 INF units box 
#group           step region stepatoms 
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This next part of the code (when not commented out with ‘#’) would create a step at the grain 
boundary. The image below is what it looks like when a step is defined. 
 

 
 
#delete_atoms group step 
delete_atoms group top 
delete_atoms group bottom 
 
This final part in the Create Atomistic Structure section removes the defined groups to give the 
final structure to the grain that will be indented. Deleting the top and bottom groups ensures flat 
surfaces for indenting and fixing. Also when not commented out the delete_atoms group step 
will remove the atoms in the defined group to create a step. 
http://lammps.sandia.gov/doc/delete_atoms.html 
 

 
This section defines the interatomic potential  
Pair_style – sets the formulas that LAMMPS uses to compute pairwise interations 
http://lammps.sandia.gov/doc/pair_style.html 
 
pair_coeff – specifies the pairwise force field coefficients for one or more pairs of atom types. In 
our case we are importing these coefficients from Cu01.eam.alloy Cu, where Cu01.eam.alloy is 
the file of values being used and Cu defines the type of atom. Cu01.eam.alloy is also one of the 
files that must be included with the simulation. If you change the atom being used, the EAM file 
needs to be replaced with the appropriate embedded atomic model potential which can be found 
here: https://www.ctcms.nist.gov/potentials/ 
http://lammps.sandia.gov/doc/pair_coeff.html 
 
neighbor 2.0 bin – sets the parameters that affect the building of pairwise neighbor lists. So 2.0 
designates the atoms within 2.0 angstroms of the one being analyzed as a neighbor for pairwise 
force calculations. 
http://lammps.sandia.gov/doc/neighbor.html 
 
neigh_modify delay 10 check yes - This command also sets parameters that affect the building 
and use of pairwise neighbor lists. 
http://lammps.sandia.gov/doc/neigh_modify.html 
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Note: The only line in this section that will probably be modified is the pair_coeff line for when 
the type of material is changed. 
 

 
 
This section defines the type of data that we want to extract from the simulation. The first two 
lines are generally left as is (though fcc will be changed to bcc base on material). They compute 
the centrosymmetry parameter and the energy of the atoms that will be placed in our dump file. 
http://lammps.sandia.gov/doc/compute.html 
 
dump  101 all custom 1000 csp.all id type x y z c_csym c_eng 
This line dumps the date for each atom (the x position, y position, z position, the calculated csym 
and energy of the atoms) into the csp.all file. This is performed every 1000 steps (so modify 
1000 to increase or decrease the frequency of the data dumps. 
http://lammps.sandia.gov/doc/dump.html 
 
Energy Minimization of the Model: 
 

 
This section tells the LAMMPS code to perform the minimization step 
 
Reset_timestep 0 – places the timestep value back to zero 
http://lammps.sandia.gov/doc/reset_timestep.html 
 
thermo 10 – computes and prints the thermodynamic info for minimization every 10 time steps 
http://lammps.sandia.gov/doc/thermo.html 
 
#thermo_style custom step pe lx ly lz press pxx pyy pzz – this can be used for trouble shooting. 
If there appears to be issues with the model, this data can be dumped to check for issues. 
(uncomment this line to use) 
http://lammps.sandia.gov/doc/thermo_style.html 
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min_style cg – this defines the algorithm to use when the minimize command is performed 
http://lammps.sandia.gov/doc/min_style.html 
 
minimize ${etol} ${ftol} ${maxiter} ${maxeval} – this line tells LAMMPS to start the energy 
minimization of the system with the stop parameters that were defined from the beginning of the 
code. (note: ${} is used to reference the values assigned to variables) 
http://lammps.sandia.gov/doc/minimize.html 
 

 
This section fixes the base of the model so that when the model is pressed on by the indenter it 
does not start moving. In this case region 7 is fixed in place. 
http://lammps.sandia.gov/doc/fix.html 
 

 
This section starts the motion of the atoms after the energy minimization. The motion will 
correspond with velocities of atoms at 10K. Note that the atoms that are given the velocities are 
those that are in the ‘inner’ group that we previously defined in the Create Atomistic Structure 
section. 
http://lammps.sandia.gov/doc/velocity.html 
 
Model Relaxation: 
 

 
This section allows the model to relax after the velocity is given to the atoms. It allows the model 
to run for 5000 steps to let the atoms settle. It will also dump data every 100 steps. 
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This section is the meat and potatoes of the nano indentation code. This defines the size, type, 
and position of the indenter to be used. 
 
variable z equal "162.5-0.1*step*dt" – this defines the z coordinate of the center of the indenter. 
The 162.5 denotes the initial position of the indenter (height of the grain + radius of the 
indenter). This then moves lower as defined by -0.1*step*dt. Here step is the step is an integer 
that goes from 0-300,000 and increases in value everytime it runs through this loop (the step 
value goes up to the run value in the section below this). In that line ‘dt’ is defined by the 
timestep which is 0.001. 
http://lammps.sandia.gov/doc/timestep.html 
 
fix  5 all indent 100.0 sphere 50.7 40.0 v_z 60 units box 
5 - user-assigned name 
100.0 – force constant for the indenter surface 
Sphere – shape of the indenter 
50.7 – x coordinate for center of indenter 
40.0 – y coordinate for center of indenter  (changes the distance from the grain boundary with 0 
being the location of the grain boundary) 
V_z – z coordinate for center of indenter 
60 – radius of the indenter  
http://lammps.sandia.gov/doc/fix_indent.html 
 
Note: when doing indentation on a lower step, simply make the y coordinate negative. 
 
 

 
 
This last section defines the number of steps the indenter loop will run and the width of ‘dt’ by 
run and timestep respectively. 
 
Thermo 10 – tells LAMMPS to dump the indenter data every 10 steps 
Thermos_modify – sets options for how thermodynamic information is computed and printed by 
LAMMPS  
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http://lammps.sandia.gov/doc/thermo_modify.html 
 
thermos_style  custom step temp f_5[3] – tells LAMMPS to dump the step number, system 
temperature, and the force on the indenter in the z direction (f-force 5-indenter [3]-z direction) 
(note: f_5[1] and f_5[2] will output the force on the indenter in the x and y directions 
respectively) 
 
EAM Potential File: 
 
 The second file needed for nano indentation simulation is the eam file (Cu01.eam.alloy) 
These files can be found at: https://www.ctcms.nist.gov/potentials/ 
The different potentials are updated in the indent code at: 

 
 
A few key items can be found when this file is opened with Microsoft Word. 

 
The top of the file contains the information on how and when it was made. More importantly it 
contains the lattice parameter, circled in red, and the crystal structure, circled in blue. 
 
Note: do not modify this file. 
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Job.pbs File: 
 
This is the third file needed for nano indentation. It contains the instructions for the GAEA 
computing cluster to execute the indentation code. This file can be viewed and modified with 
notepad. This is what the job.pbs code looks like: 

#!/bin/bash 
#PBS -N STGB001_2 
#PBS -A mdmech15 
#PBS -u z136839 
#PBS -l nodes=1:ppn=12,walltime=08:00:00  
#PBS -W umask=022  
#PBS -j oe  
#PBS -m abe  
#PBS -M z1234567@students.niu.edu 
 
cd $PBS_O_WORKDIR 
 
#source /usr/share/Modules/init/bash 
module add cuda/cuda-7.5 
module add intelmpi-2015 
 
mpirun -n 12 /data1/local/bin/lmp_gaea < Cu_GB_indent.in > 
stgb001_2dump.txt 
 
-N – this is the name that will appear when you check the status of the simulation 
 
-u – this is the user name that will appear when you check the status of the simulation and is the 
owner/initiator of the simulation 
 
-l nodes=1:ppn=12,walltime=08:00:00 – this defines the number of nodes in the GAEA cluster to 
use. Each node has 12 cores so if nodes=2 then ppn=24 (you should only need to ever use 1 
node). Walltime specifies the amount of time you want GAEA to run the simulation. The 
simulation will either terminate when it runs though all 300,000 steps defined by run in the 
indentation code, or if it exceeds the wall time. (if it exceeds walltime simply increase the time 
until the simulation terminates from completing the number of steps). 
 
-M – this is the e-mail address that GAEA will send messages to. These messages let you know 
when the simulation starts and when it ends. 
 

mpirun -n 12 /data1/local/bin/lmp_gaea < Cu_GB_indent.in > 
stgb001_2dump.txt 
- this section tells GAEA to run LAMMPS. The value after –n should correspond to the ppn 
value in the previous line (-l line). <file to execute> is the file that GAEA will execute (in this 
case < Cu_GB_indent.in>). Stgb001_2dump.txt is the file name that all of the dumps from the 
indentation code will go to. 
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Note: I only mentioned the lines the lines that would need modification. Do not modify the 
others or modify at your own risk. 
Lammps15MAY15.XXXXXXXX.dat File: 
 
The last file needed for the nano indentation is the .dat file. This file contains the information for 
the grain boundary that is to be studied. This is the data that gets replicated and manipulated in 
the Create Atomistic Structure section of the indent code. These can be extracted from the 
following zip files: 
 

 
 
Note: make sure the name of the file is in the indentation code. 
 
The contents can be viewed by opening the file with Microsoft Windows. The part that is most 
important to use is at the top: 

 
 
The dimensions circled in blue are the values that get scaled up during the replicate command (so 
replicated 2 1 29 makes the crystal go from a thickness of 3.615A to 104.835A). 
 
The part circled in red is the number of types of atoms being used (since we are only using 
copper there is only one type of atom. This value has to match the number of different atoms 
used in the indenter code; otherwise the simulation will not work. To edit this file open it with 
notepad and change the atom type value: 
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Reopen the file with Microsoft Word to verify it was changed. 
 

Upload Files to GAEA: 
 
Now that you have the four necessary files prepped and ready to run. It is time to upload them to 
the GAEA server. Start by opening FileZilla. 
 

 
 
The windows on the left will display the files on your pc, and the windows on the right will 
display the files of the server you are connected to. So now we need to connect to a server; click 
the circled button: 
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This is the button close up: 

 
You will then get a popup window: 
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Enter in the host name: gaea.niu.edu 
Enter your user name and password (this will be provided by the GAEA system administrators, 
see Dr. Salehinia for details) 
Then click connect. You should now see the files on the GAEA server. 
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Navigate the server files to find where you will be running the simulations. 
 
/ > data1 > mdmech14> ‘your name’ 

 
 
You can create a new folder to dump the files needed for the simulation by: 
Right click file (on server) > create directory 
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NOTE: Organization is critical! You will be running many simulations so plan your folder 
management and file naming system carefully. 
 
Now it is time to transfer the files. Simply navigate the files in the left window (the files on your 
pc) to find the files you would like to transfer. Then double click on the files to transfer them to 
the right windows (the server system). 

 
 
The transfer status of files can be viewed at the bottom of the FileZilla window: 

 
 
With those four files now on the GAEA server it is time to run the simulation. 
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Running the Nano Indentation Code on GAEA: 
 
Start by opening PuTTY. Enter ‘gaea.niu.edu’ for the host name and click open. 

 
You should get a black login screen next.  
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Enter in you user name where it says login, and then type in your password when prompted. 
Note: your password will not display as you type it. Just type it in and hit enter. 
Now that you are logged in, you will need to navigate to where you placed your files. Since 
GAEA runs on linux, you will need to use the linux commands to navigate the server. 
cd – change directory 
ls – list the files in the directory 
ls –a – list all files in the directory 
 
This site provides some good info on using PuTTY: http://www.mybloggingthing.com/ssh-putty-
commands/ 
 
you can move up directories by typing ‘cd ..’ and hitting enter and then move into directories by 
typing ‘cd filename’ and hitting enter. 
 
Note: you start in the same directory in PuTTY as you do in FileZilla: 

 
 
So you need to move up two directories (do ‘cd ..’ twice). Then navigate to your directory: 
/ > data1 > mdmech15 > your name > your directory 

 
Note: White items are files and blue items are directories. 
 
Now that you have found the directory with the files you uploaded, you are almost ready to run. 
But before you do so you must convert the job.pbs file to a unix format (since GAEA operates on 
a version of Linux, it has to read the commands in a unix format). 
 
To do this simply type: 
dos2unix job.pbs (or dos2unix filename.pbs) 
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Now you can queue up your simulation in GAEA. Use these commands to manage the your 
simulations on the server through PuTTY: 
 
qsub job.pbs (qsub filename.pbs) – start running your simulation 
 

 
Note: the six or seven digit number it outputs is the job number of your simulation 
 
qstat – checks the status of the simulations currently running on GAEA 

 
The job number is listed first, then the job name (red), the user (blue), the wall run time (shows 
total computation time of all cores not the time it has spent on the wall), the status (green; Q-
queued, R – running, C – complete), and priority (purple; this changes based on wall time 
requested and admin permissions). 
 
Note: I had to modify my bashrc file because the simulations would not run for some reason. So 
navigate back to your starting folder: 
/ > home > user id 
 
Then type ‘nano .bashrc’ (you can find a tutorial on using nano here:  
https://wiki.gentoo.org/wiki/Nano/Basics_Guide) 
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Make sure it looks like this: 

 
 
Now with the simulation queued, it’s time to wait until it is complete. You will get an email from 
GAEA when it is done. 
 

Analysing the Simulation Data: 
 
Once you get the email that the simulation is complete it is time to gather the data. Once again 
open FileZilla, connect to GAEA and navigate to the folder the simulation was run in. The 
LAMMPS will create three files when it runs: 
 
Csp.all (this is the visualization data specified in the Define Settings section of the indentation 
code) 
 
Log.lammps (a log file created by LAMMPS) 
 
‘filename’dump.txt (this is the dump file where all the data from the minimization, relaxation, 
and indentation loops during the simulation are placed. The file name for this dump file is 
changed in job.pbs.) 
 
Note: I add in the time stamp of when the file was last modified on GAEA to help keep track of 
what simulation it was and when I conducted it. Also the timestamp will help automatically order 
the files from oldest to newest (YYYYMMDDhhmm). The spreadsheet with all of this tracked 
data is in the STGB001 Research Progress excel. 
 
Double click on each of these files to transfer it from the server (right side) to your pc (left side). 
Beware of the file size for csp.all; it will be several gigabytes. 
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Visualization using OVITO: 
 
Once the transfer of the files is complete open up OVITO. 

 
 
To load the cspYYYYMMDDhhmm.all file, either click file > load or click the circled button: 
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Navigate to the csp file, highlight it, and click open (or double click on it). OVITO should now 
look like this: 
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Next we want to load all of the step data. With the csp.all file highlighted (circled in red), check 
the ‘File contains time series’ box (circled in blue). When the data is loaded you should see bar 
with all of the scenes at the bottom (circled in green). 
 

 
 
You can now hit the play button and watch the simulation progress. However with all the atoms 
displayed it can be difficult to see what is happening. So we will add some modifications. At the 
top click add modifications > color coding: 
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The property type (that get colored), the color gradient, and the values along the gradient can be 
modified in the side window: 
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To remove atoms, we first have to select the atoms using the following: 
Add modification > expression select 
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Particles can then be selected by entering in various inequalities in the Boolean expression 
window (in this case c_csym<0.1) and hitting enter. 
Note: multiple expression can be used to target the particles you want. 
 

 
To remove the selected atoms: 
Add modification > delete selected particles 
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Now when you hit play at the bottom of the window, you will be able to see the indentation more 
clearly. 
 

 
 
You can take pictures and video of these visualizations in the highlighted tab: 
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Details on how to do so can be found here:  
 
https://www.ovito.org/manual/usage.rendering.html 
 
Note: a useful tool can be found in the last tab. This is the inspect particles tool. It allows you to 
click on a particle in the model and it will output the properties of that particle. This is useful 
when adjustments need to be made to the indentation code. 
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Another useful OVITO tool is the Dislocation Analysis (DXA) modification. Information on this 
can be found here: http://ovito.org/manual/particles.modifiers.dislocation_analysis.html 
 
Creating Load Displacement Curves: 
 
Now it is time to take the raw data from the dump.txt file and create usable graphs from it. Go to 
the data.txt file and open it in Microsoft Word. You can see in the document that we have the 
dumps from the minimization (red), the relaxation (blue), and the indentation (green). 
 

 
 
We only need the data from indentation so delete everything above the purple line, and 
everything below the blue line. 
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Note: You should have 300,000  lines total since that is the number of loops that were specified 
with ‘run’ in the indenter code. Also you can jump the bottom of the text by click and dragging 
the slider at the side of the word document to the bottom. 
 
Now ctrl + a, to select all of the data, and ctrl + c to copy it; then with Microsoft Excel open 
paste it. (You can close out the word document but don’t save it otherwise you lose the data that 
was deleted) 
 

 
 
Since it was imported into excel as a single set of data, it now needs to be separated.  With the 
column highlighted click: 
Data > Text to columns 
 
When the window pops up click: 
Next > (move the slider as close to the second column as possible) then hit next > Finish 
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The data should now be separated into three separate columns. We do not need the middle 
column (lattice temperature) so that can be deleted. 
 

 
 
Now we need to get rid of useless data (or the data from before the indenter comes into contact 
with the grain). So scroll down the rows until the force column starts to show values other than 
zero.  
 
Note: The force column starts off with non zero numbers in it. That means the indenter was 
generated inside of the grain. The indenter will need to be moved up (in the indenter code) and 
the simulation re-run. 
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Delete the values above this line. This is our new zero, or indenter contact point. 
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The first column now tells us the time step the simulation is on, and the second column tells us 
the force on the indenter in the z direction (the units is ev/angstrom). We need to convert this 
into a depth into the material (or displacement). This can be done by subtracting the starting 
timestep from all the values in column A and multiplying them by a conversion factor to get the 
value in meters. We can find the conversion from the indenter code:  

 
 
Our conversion is derived from 0.1*step*dt 
step = 10 (thermo 10) 
dt = 0.001 (timestep  0.001) 
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This gives us a conversion of 0.001. Since we are using metal units, that is 0.001 angstrom; 
which is 1E-13m. Our excel displacement conversion will look like this: 
 

 
 
Converting the force from ev/angstrom to N is a straight forward multiplication of  
1.60217662E-9:  
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Then expand the formulas for the entire set of data and plot: 
 

 
 
 
This concludes the tutorial on conducting nano indentation simulations using LAMMPS. 
 
 


